
Practical Rustler

added to the battery charging 
circuit, effectively as another 
alternator. So, when motoring 
we will have full AC. At anchor 
if there is a high AC requirement 
it can be supplied by a short 
engine run or the inverter. A 
properly soundproofed and 
balanced modern engine should 
be no noisier than a stand alone 
generator and modern diesel 
engines do not suffer the same 
problems with continual running 
at low speeds that plagued the 
earlier generations.

Power 
Distribution
For 12v equipment we have 
decided to install the Empirbus 
decentralised power system. 

Full technical details about this 
technology can be found at www.
empirbus.com, but in principle 
it is a system of powered ‘nodes’ 
distributed around the boat (we 
will have five on the Rustler 44). 
Anything needing power is wired 
to the node, as opposed to the 
conventional approach, which is 
to connect to a switched circuit 
breaker wired all the way back to 
a central panel. 

This approach to power 
distribution has been used in cars 
for many years and is now being 
adopted by several boat builders. 
It has several advantages:

• The decentralised structure 
decreases the number of wires 
needed and the effort to connect 
them, which reduces cost.

• If you want to add new 
electrical components at a later 
date, it is a much easier process. 
They can be wired to the closest 
node without long wiring runs 
back to the panel. 

• A lot of functionality is 
programmed, as opposed to hard-
wired, so new components can 
be integrated into existing ones 
without complicated switching. 
For example, if a new light is 
added, it is a simple process to 
program a dimmer so that the 
new light may be dimmed at 
the same time as another in the 
same space. In a conventional 
installation that would entail 
linked wiring.

There is a host of really clever 
things like remote control of 
electrical devices that become 
simple with this decentralised/
programmed approach. For 
example, you could, with a key 
fob, turn on certain lights as you 
row back to the boat in your 
dinghy. You could even phone 
your boat and turn on the fridge 
so it is cold when you arrive.

These new possibilities will 
certainly require some ‘out of the 
box’ thinking to utilise them best.

refrigeration
As a significant user of electrical 
power this is worth a mention. We 
will be installing two units from 
Penguin Engineering. Both will be 
of around 100ltr. They will be of 
keel-cooled evaporator type and 
able to operate as either fridges or 
freezers. We will therefore have 

the following choices: 

1. One fridge only – ideal for 
day sailing.

2. Two fridges – one could 
be set to be colder, perhaps for 
drinks.

3. Separate fridge and freezer 
– normal cruising mode.

Heating
Having made such good provision 
for electrical power, we did 
investigate electricity-only heating 
systems. My conclusion was that 
they did not offer a practical 
alternative to the diesel-electric 
products, so we will be quite 
conventional in this regard. In 
our old boat we experienced 
significant difficulties and 
expense to replace most of our 
Eberspacher, just after 
it’s warranty expired. 
The company’s lack 
of sympathy with my 
plight has led me to 
decide that the Webasto 
Airtop will be the diesel 
heating system. This has 
the added advantage of 
five outlets as standard 
(one more than the 
Eberspacher), which 
will be used to heat/
dry the heads. As the 
shower doubles as a wet 
locker this is especially 
important.

electronics 
I was once fortunate 
to visit the cockpit of 

Concorde – a classic example of 
something certified before the 
era of touch screens. It had more 
buttons than a Victorian shoe 
exhibition. Visit the cockpit of 
an Airbus now and you will see a 
completely different animal with 
multi-function displays (MFDs) 
everywhere. 

Ideally I would like a series 
of MFDs, small and large, that 
could be configured to present 
any selection of the data that is 
gathered from the various sensors 
on the boat. This concept of using 
a single screen with multiple uses, 
controlled by either soft keys 
(buttons whose use changes) or 
the more recent touch screens, 
is now starting to enter the 
marine leisure market, but the 
first manifestations of this are 
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ac, Dc or botH?
It is said that the electrical system 
is the source of most aggravation 
amongst cruising boat systems, so, 
given a clean sheet of paper with 
the Rustler 44, a lot of thought 
has gone into how we make, store 
and use electrical power.

I know it is perfectly feasible 
to live comfortably on a boat 
with no electricity or just a 
simple 12v DC system. On our 
Rustler 36 the battery bank was 
relatively small and we had no 
ability to generate AC at all. The 
requirement for the 44 is different 
– we want to make use of the 
benefits of AC, such as improved 
refrigeration and appliances, at 
anchor or on passage, so a system 
that can supply both AC and DC 
was mandated.

battery caPacity
In a marina connected to the 
National Grid it is very easy 
to become accustomed to not 
exercising any self-control over 
the usage of electricity. It would 
be nice not to have to change 
one’s approach too much when at 
anchor or on passage. A detailed 
exercise was done to estimate 
typical consumption in both 

modes. This entailed listing every 
electrical item we plan to use, 
with its power requirement, and 
making an estimate of how much 
we will use it each day. 

Battery life is significantly 
shortened if the battery is 
repeatedly discharged to below 
50 per cent capacity. It also 
takes a long time to put back in 
the charge beyond 75 per cent 
capacity. So, conventional wisdom 
dictates that the total capacity of 
batteries on a boat should be four 
times the estimated daily load, i.e. 
it assumes you only regularly use 
the ‘bit’ from 50-75 per cent. For 
us, this will mean a considerable 
battery bank – 800Ah. We will 
be fitting four Mastervolt 200Ah 
Gel batteries. They weigh 70kg 
each and will be fitted low down 
and central in the boat, effectively 
contributing to the ballast.

Power 
generation
When cruising we have found that 
the choice often has to be made 
between staying put or leaving in 
conditions that are less than ideal, 
perhaps lighter winds or wind/tide 
in an adverse direction. With any 
limitations on timescales, use of 

the engine can work wonders, 
so it is not surprising that many 
of us spend a fair amount of 
each passage motorsailing. It is 
therefore not unreasonable to 
look upon the engine as the key 
tool for power generation. We 
are fitting a high capacity (100A) 
alternator to make best use of this 
power to charge the battery bank.

For AC we will have a 2kW 
inverter and a generator. I have 
never liked the idea of installing 
another engine, albeit a small one, 
just to generate 220v AC. Whilst 
modern generators are small and 
reasonably quiet, the need for 
separate wiring, water supply, 
soundproofing, servicing and so 
on makes them an expensive and 
less than convenient solution. So, 
why not make use of the main 
engine? 

We have selected Nanni’s 
new integrated generator that 
fits between the engine and the 
gearbox. It is small, just 340mm 
diameter by 125mm wide (13in 
x 5in) and will produce 1.5kW 
of AC at idle speed and around 
4.5kW at cruising revs – enough 
for the kettle, washing machine 
and hair dryer all at the same 
time. Any power not used is 

In this, the third 
in our series on 
the design and 

development of 
the new Rustler 

44 bluewater 
cruiser, owner 

Tim Shears faces 
crunch time as 
final choices on 

the key systems 
have to be made. 
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Specifications – Rustler 44 
LOA  13.50m 44ft 5in
LWL  11.04m 36ft 4in
Beam 4.20m 13ft 9in
Draught 2.10m 6ft 11in
Ballast weight 4,900kg 10,780lb
Light ship weight 13,700kg 30,140lb
Half load displacement 15,700kg 34,540lb
Air draught  19.60m 64ft 4in
Mainsail area 44.28m² 476.7ft²
Genoa area 47.97m² 516.3ft²
Jib area 41.87m² 450.7ft²
Sail area 92.25m² 990ft2
Water 728ltr 160gal
Fuel 454ltr 100gal
Berths 6-7 
Engine 85hp Nanni 
Designer Stephen Jones
Builder Rustler Yachts, Falmouth 
  www.rustleryachts.co.uk
Price guide £380,000 to £450,000

Rustler 44

engine charging: A separate 220V generator requires 
wiring, cooling, soundproofing and servicing. Instead we 
will have Nanni’s integrated generator fitted between the 
engine and gearbox, which can produce 1.5kW-4.5kW 
– enough for kettle, washing machine and hairdryer.

The very first Rustler 44 hull is lifted out 
of the mould at Rustler Yachts’ riverside 
yard in Falmouth, ready for fitting out.



Practical

very expensive and only really 
applicable to superyachts. 

Our solution is an attempt to 
get as close as possible with the 
possibility of making additions 
and changes to the electronics in 
the future without the need to 
rip the boat apart. Historically, 
the best way to do this future 
proofing was to buy everything 
from one manufacturer and trust 
them to ensure compatibility and 
integration. The downside to 
this approach is that it is highly 
unlikely that you will end up with 
the best of breed on any particular 
component. It would be much 
better if you could go out and 
choose, for example, the chart 
plotter you want, the instruments 
you want and the radar you want, 
without having to worry about 
whether they will successfully talk 
to each other and work together 
to give you the integrated picture 
you want.

Hopefully, the NMEA 2000 
standard is the beginning of this 
with true integration of boat 
electronics. The old standard 

(NMEA 0183) was an attempt 
at a common approach, but it 
was slow and only allowed a 
one to one relationship between 
two pieces of equipment, i.e. a 
heading sensor talking to chart 
plotter by sending heading data. 
NMEA 2000 is a significant step 
forward. It allows a many to many 
relationship, so multiple devices 
can all talk to each other. Because 
the speed of data transmission is 
over 50 times faster (250 kbits/
second against 4.8 kbits/second), 
in operation it feels like everything 
is instantaneously connected to 
everything else. 

From an installation standpoint 
a single cable (backbone) is run 
the length of the boat and possibly 
up the mast. Instruments and 
devices are then connected to this 
backbone by means of simple ‘T’ 
connectors. As you add or change 
equipment it is straightforward to 
‘T’ into the closest point of the 
backbone. We have tried wherever 
possible to specify NMEA 2000 
compliant electronics.

A blank sheet of paper is a 

wonderful opportunity to start, 
but when I made a list of all the 
possible signals or data sources 
that could come into the boat it 
was quite daunting. It included 
GSM/3G, VHF, speed, heading, 
depth, engine data, external video 
views, position, radar targets, 
terrain, underwater targets, water 
temperature, air temperature, 
air pressure, AIS signals, AM/
FM radio signals, internet, 
Navtex, digital TV, analogue 
TV, weather… If we made 
provision for all of these signals, 
the proliferation of sensors would 
make us look like one of those 
ELINT (Electronic Intelligence) 
ships seen in spy films. Instead we 
had to make a decision as to what 
was truly necessary. 

The most important part of 
this process was to lay out each 
component needed, where it 
ideally should be fitted on the 
boat and how the information 
would flow between sensors, 
displays and controls. This was 
done on a PC, using the drawing 
package Microsoft Visio, which 

enabled us to make sure there 
were no gaps in data presentation 
or incompatibilities between 
components. 

The key elements are: -

cHart Plotter
I see a real need for this facility 
both at the chart table, where we 
do all our initial passage planning, 
and at the helm. I have never 
liked the idea of running up and 
down stairs to look at charts. In 
confined waters it’s the last thing 
you should be doing. On our 
previous Rustler 36 we solved 
this by having two Raymarine 
RL70s networked, albeit slowly, 
through HSB2. Because the units 
were of slightly different vintage 
there were occasional integration 
problems. 

I did a detailed review of all the 
current and ‘soon to be available’ 
offerings from Raytmarine, 
Furuno, Garmin and a few 
other smaller players. The lists 
of features from all of them are 
impressive and ever increasing, so 
it was very difficult to choose. 
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Rustler

Accepting them all as 
fundamentally fit for purpose, 
I decided to make the selection 
based on three key criteria – ease 
of use, future proofing and value 
for money. 

1. Ease of use – There is a 
balance between having lots of 
options, but making it easy just 
to hit one button and select 95 
per cent of everything you need. 
Garmin won here for me with 
their touch screen 5000 series 
plotters. Selecting ‘Sailing Mode’ 
automatically configures a screen 
with all the necessary data boxes 
selected.

2. Future proofing – It would 
be a shame to choose the best 
product one week, only to find 
out later on in the season that 
the manufacturer has produced a 
new version and you have to buy 
it all over again. By using touch 
screens with soft keys Garmin 
has created a good solution to 
this problem. New functionality 
can be delivered on a data card 
that is used to update the plotter’s 
software, thus adding new screens 
or changing existing ones.

3. Value for money – Headline 
prices can be confusing, because 
it is not until you completely 
specify an installation with all 
the screens, instruments and 
transducers that you realise the 
total cost of choosing a particular 
manufacturer. I forced myself 
to go through this process for 
Garmin, Raymarine and Furuno. 
Based on total cost and flexibility 
to use components from multiple 

manufacturers, we chose Garmin.
We will be installing Garmin’s 

12in, touch screen 5012 at the 
helm and the smaller 8in 5008 at 
the chart table. The output from 
these displays can also be fed to 
the same screen as we use for TV, 
thus giving a navigational view to 
all the crew. Younger members can 
find out the answer to “Are we 
nearly there yet?” themselves.

instruments 
Initially, we decided to go with 
the industry default, Raymarine. 
However, a visit to Garmin’s new 
European headquarters outside 
Southampton has changed my 
way of thinking. So much of what 
we would normally display on 
traditional instruments (depth, 
speed and wind for example) can 
now be configured to show on the 
chart plotter screen. 

We are therefore only going 
to fit two traditionally sized 
instruments on the hatch garage 
– these will be Garmin’s new 
configurable GM110 displays 
that can be set up to show almost 
anything from the NMEA 2000 
network.

raDar 
The clearer the picture is, the less 
it is open to mis-interpretation. 
Again, I feel Garmin is setting 
the standard with its new High 
Definition, digital radomes. We 
will be fitting Garmin’s 18in 
model driving its 5012 display.

ais
Much has been written recently 

about the pros and cons of 
AIS. To me this is a no brainer. 
Anything that helps you to see 
and be seen by other traffic 
is a good idea. Of course, the 
transmissions should be turned 
off when appropriate, such as a 
crowded day in the Solent, but 
having the ability to be seen more 
clearly by ships when crossing 
shipping lanes can only be a 
positive thing. 

We will be fitting the latest 
Comar Systems’ CSB200. 

tank levels 
The Rustler 44 will have two 
holding tanks, four water tanks 
(interconnected as two pairs) and 
four fuel tanks, also installed as 
two pairs. This means that we will 
have six virtual tanks to monitor, 
which we will be doing using the 
tank monitoring system from 
Offshore Systems. 

These devices will not only 
monitor the levels in the tanks, 
but also contain sensors that can 
warn of contamination and send 
out alarms for low levels of water 
or, perhaps more importantly, 
high levels in the holding tanks. 
Being NMEA 2000 compliant, 
this information can be read 
on a dedicated LCD screen or 
displayed via the PC or chart 
plotter screens.

comPuters
The speed of technological change 
in this area is so fast that no 
sooner have you specified which 
one to fit than it is superseded 
by something that is half the 

size, goes twice as fast and costs a 
quarter less. 

We will therefore not be going 
the fixed installation route. 
Instead we will use a laptop PC 
or Macbook for internet access 
and other computer work. It will 
also serve as a completely stand 
alone backup navigation system. I 
have found that a USB GPS aerial 
works fine just sitting on the chart 
table and there are numerous 
chart plotting software packages 
to choose from. We will select one 
during the summer.
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Rustler 44

tHe next stage
Once the miracle makers at 
Rustler have managed to shoehorn 
all this into the stunning new 
Rustler 44, Sailing Today will be 
taking her out for sea trials and 
a test sail then publishing a full 
report. Because this is a brand 
new design there have been 
inevitable delays along the way, 
as is common with any new boat, 
and maybe Tim’s insistence on 
analyising every aspect of the 
boat’s systems along the way has 
slowed the build down a little. 
On the other hand, being the first 
off the line in what should prove 
a particularly popular bluewater 
cruising design, the creation of 
Little Dove II will undoubtedly 
have provided an outstanding 
benchmark for one of the finest, 
world-girdling, bluewater cruising 
yachts available today.

Main: Applying the rough sandpaper 
strips to the deck plug to create the non-
slip pattern in the deck mould itself.
Below left: The full size navigation station 
beginning to take shape. 
Below right: Owner Tim Shears oversees 
the fitting of the furniture, which is all 
created in Rustler’s own joinery shop.
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